A method is presented for the reduction of morphologically detailed microcircuit models to a point-neuron representation without human intervention. The simplification occurs in a modular workflow, in the neighborhood of a user specified network activity state for the reference model, the "operating point". First, synapses are moved to the soma, correcting for dendritic filtering by low-pass filtering the delivered synaptic current. Filter parameters are computed numerically and independently for inhibitory and excitatory input on the basal and apical dendrites, respectively, in a distance dependent and post-synaptic m-type specific manner. Next, point-neuron models for each neuron in the microcircuit are fit to their respective morphologically detailed counterparts. Here, generalized integrate-and-fire point neuron models are used, leveraging a recently published fitting toolbox. The fits are constrained by currents and voltages computed in the morphologically detailed partner neurons with soma corrected synapses at three depolarizations about the user specified operating point. The result is a simplified circuit which is well constrained by the reference circuit, and can be continuously updated as the latter iteratively integrates new data. The modularity of the approach makes it applicable also for other point-neuron and synapse models. The approach is demonstrated on a recently reported reconstruction of a neocortical microcircuit around an in vivo-like working point. The resulting simplified network model is benchmarked to the reference morphologically detailed microcircuit model for a range of simulated network protocols. The simplified network is found to be slightly more sub-critical than the reference, with otherwise good agreement for both quantitative and qualitative validations.
Introduction
To understand the brain, it could be said that we must simultaneously appreciate its daunting complexity, and grasp its essential mechanisms. While modern experimental neuroscience offers us a perpetually expanding view of the former, there remain major barriers to achieving the latter, an integrated and synthesized view of pertinent experimental facts for the functional principles of brain systems. A first-draft integrated view of a piece of the neocortex as recently been reported by an international collaboration (Markram et al., 2015) , resulting in precisely defined mathematical models accounting for much of the known cellular and synaptic anatomy and physiology of this part of the brain. A method for synthesizing the resulting mathematical models to a minimal form is, thus formulated, an ill-posed problem. Minimal for what purpose?
On the other hand, (spiking) point-neuron network models are widely used in theoretical neuroscience to describe various functions of the brain (Thorpe, 2002; Maass et al., 2004; Eliasmith et al., 2012; Zenke et al., 2015) . They are easy to analyze and numerically light-weight, making them suitable for real-time and accelarated execution on GPU-based and neuromorphic platforms (Nageswaran et al., 2009; Fidjeland and Shanahan, 2010; Brüderle et al., 2009; Galluppi et al., 2010; Brüderle et al., 2011; Yavuz et al., 2016) . However, these models for the most part have been generated using adhoc assumptions rather than constraining them to biological data making them disjunct from modern experimental neuroscience (Eliasmith and Trujillo, 2014) . To bridge the gap between these two areas of neuroscience, the goal of our simplification approach was to derive a point-neuron network from the experimentally constrained morphologically detailed network model in an automated, repeatable and quantitatively verifiable way. The result is a data-driven point-neuron network model which can be continuously updated as the data-driven reference continues to integrate the latest experimental data, without the need for human intervention.
While approaches exist to simplify the morphological complexity of biophysical neuron models by reducing dendritic arbors (Marasco et al., 2012 (Marasco et al., , 2013 , the phenomenological approach pursued here focuses on point neuron models as the specific target. The primary difficulty hereby is that the synapses which excite or inhibit separate dendritic branches of the neuron have to be moved to the somatic compartment, in a way that accounts for the transformations of the synaptic responses due to the intermingling dendritic cable (Rall, 1967) .
For our simplification procedure, we further employ the idea of the "operating point" a construct widely used in e.g. nonlinear control theory where the complex system is linearized at the point of interest (Slotine et al., 1991) . In our case, the point of interest is the detailed network during in vivo-like conditions and background activity. We use this in vivo network state to constrain synaptic correction factors and to extract parameters for the point neuron models using synaptic current and membrane potential data of individual neurons.
To benchmark the approach, we examine the simplified network by repeating a barrage of in silico experiments used for the validation of the reference morphologically detailed network model ( Markram et al., 2015) . Besides providing unprecedented validation of the point neuron network model, this approach is fundamentally important, as it tells us if and when a certain property is lost during the simplification pipeline.
The detailed network model further serves as a reference model for point neuron models and the automated simplification pipeline makes it easy to iteratively update the simplified model as new data is integrated into the detailed circuit. Our approach will further allow us bridge from point neurons to population density and mean-field models in a quantitative manner, allowing dynamical systems and phase-plane analysis of the dynamics of data-driven networks.
To begin, we present a phenomenological method for soma-synaptic replacement and correction.
We show examples of this procedure for individual neurons and morphological classes and report on the quality of our approach. Next, we show how detailed soma-synaptic corrected networks can be used to constrain point neuron models for each individual neuron in the network and we report on the results of constraining Generalized Integrate-and-Fire (GIF) models (Pozzorini et al., 2015) . Finally we elaborate in detail on the validation of the simplified GIF point neuron network by comparing it to the detailed network based on synaptic physiology, synchronous-asynchronous spectrum of network states, sensory-evoked responses, temporal structure of in vivo spontaneous activity and spatial correlations.
Methods
The automated point-neuron simplification procedure is modularized into two main steps: somasynaptic correction and neuron simplification (Figure 1 ). In the "soma-synatic correction" step, all synapses on dendritic locations are moved to the soma while accounting for dendritic attenuation and delay (dendritic filtering) by applying a numerically computed corrective filter that approximately preserves the effective post-synaptic response (EPSP) of each synapse. In the "neuron simplification" step, the total somatic stimulation-and synaptic currents and voltage responses for soma-synaptic corrected network simulations are used to constrain Generalized Integrate-and-Fire (GIF) models for each individual neuron in the network (Pozzorini et al., 2015) .
Soma-synaptic correction
To account for the dendritic filtering of synaptic responses which will be lost when moving them to the soma, all excitatory and inhibitory synapse models were extended by a simple low-pass filter of the synaptic current, i syn , of the form
where w and τ are the amplitude and time constant of the filter respectively. This filter approximates the effective attenuation and delay that a synaptic current would experience when flowing from its dendritic location to the soma (Rall, 1967; Berger et al., 2001; Williams and Stuart, 2002; Nevian et al., 2007) . The parameters w and τ have to be supplied for individual synapses, and should be determined by minimization of the somatic membrane potential difference of soma displaced synapses in comparison to a stimulation at their original dendritic location ( Figure 3A ). The filter parameter estimation has however not been conducted in the passive neuron, but during the replay of post synaptic activation coming from a network simulation mimicking physiological depolarization levels (100% rheobase) and extracellular calcium ([Ca 2+ ] = 1.25 mm) ( Figure 3B ) (Markram et al., 2015) . Paramerizing the dendritic filtering during this bombardement of synaptic input, resulting in the so-called "high-conductance state" (Destexhe et al., 2003) , approximates the neuron's operating point in vivo, and therefore accounts also for first order effects of the interaction of dendritic non-linearities with on-going synaptic activity, and their role in altering dendritic properties such as input resistance, and shunting inhibition (London and Häusser, 2005) . The estimation of filter parameters has been conducted for 100 randomly chosen synapses in 10 randomly selected neurons per 55 morphological subtypes leading to 55000 optimizations in total. These optimizations have been executed using the derivative-free Brent's PRincipal Axis (PRAXIS) algorithm (Brent, 2013) .
The resulting filter parameters have been subsequently separated into four different groups based on their synaptic type and dendritic location: excitatory-basal, inhibitory-basal, excitatory-apical and inhibitory-apical, where the latter two are applicable only if the post-synaptic neuron has an apical tree. This separation allows the distinct attenuation properties of apical and basal dendrites to be accounted for separately (Berger et al., 2001; Williams and Stuart, 2002; Nevian et al., 2007) .
Within these groups, analyzing the dependencies of parameters as a function of distance to the soma revealed obvious trends. For each group, the filter parameters were fit by a linear function
where s is the slope in units of ms µm −1 and τ 0 = 1e − 9 ms, and an exponential function
where l is the length constant in units of µm, respectively. For both equations, d is taken to be the dendritic path length to the soma, in µm. Figures 3C and 3D show an example of such fits for all optimized synapses of Layer 5 thick-tufted pyramidal cells, type 1 (L5 TTPC1). The corrected displacement of any and all synapses to the soma was then achieved by parameterizing individual filters, one for each synapse, of the form given in (1) with the result of (2) and (3) for the type and location of the given synapse.
To test synaptic filter correction, 10 different neurons were taken from the microcircuit for each morphological type and were simulated for 40 second with replay of identical network activity under three configurations:
1. control, with synapses at default locations;
2. synapses moved to the soma without correction and 3. synapses moved to the soma while applying the distance dependent correction functions above.
The quality has been estimated by comparing the coincidence factor, Γ (Jolivet et al., 2004) , and the root mean square (RMS) voltage error of the non-spiking membrane potential response without sodium channels, mimicking bath application of tetrodotoxin (in silico TTX), between configuration 1 and configuration 2 or 3.
Neuron simplification
Soma-synaptic corrected neurons were simplified to Generalized Integrate-and-Fire (GIF) pointneuron models about an in vivo-like operating point using a previously published automated approach (Pozzorini et al., 2015) . GIF model fitting was performed individually for each of 31346 neurons in the microcircuit, and constrained to individual cell responses during network simulations mimicking physiological concentrations of extracellular calcium in vivo (1.25 mm) (Markram et al., 2015) . To broaden the generalization power of the GIF models, simulations for three different depolarization levels (expressed in % rheobase of individual neurons) of 93%, 100% and 120% were used as constraints for the fitting process ( Figure 2 ). For each of these three depolarization levels, four repetitions of 20 s were simulated leading to a total length of 240 s, and divided into 180 s used as a training set for GIF model parameter extraction, and 60 s used as a validation set. To generate current and voltage traces, network simulations were executed with all synapses moved to the soma and applying the synaptic correction (configuration 3). This consequently allowed the recording of the total input current (due to depolarization and and synaptic inputs) at the soma for all depolarization levels (Figure 2A ), together with the individual membrane potential response of the cell ( Figure 2B , green traces), which served as constraints for the GIF model fitting process.
To allow for fast simulations, the spike-triggered current η(t) [nA] and the spike-triggered firing threshold γ(t) [mV] have been described by three exponential functions each. For the spike-triggered current, the kernel η (t) extracted using rectangular basis functions Pozzorini et al. (2015) was approximated by three exponentials. Timescales of γ(t) were fixed to 10, 50 and 250 ms and only their amplitudes were optimized. The refractory period was fixed to T ref = 3 ms and λ 0 set to 1 Hz leading to a total of 14 extracted parameters per GIF model. After the GIF parameter extraction procedure using the method described in (Pozzorini et al., 2015) , the performance of each GIF model was evaluated by estimating the log-likelihood L i.e. probability that the validation spike train was produced by the model (Pozzorini et al. (2015) , equation 20), and by comparing variance explained V of membrane potential fluctuations between validation set and model (Pozzorini et al. (2015) , equation 27). Cells matching any of the following criteria 1. less than 5 spikes in the training set 2. Likelihood < 2 bits/spike 3. mean variance explained of membrane potential fluctuations of V < 40% 4. ∆V > 2 mV were excluded from the results. For the 6412 cells which were excluded according to these criteria, they were replaced with a random GIF model drawn from successful optimizations from the same morpho-electrical class.
Validations

Network simulations
Simulations of a single cortical column containing a total of 31346 neurons, as described in Markram et al. (2015) were conducted for four configurations as sketched above: 1. control, 2. synapses at soma, 3. synapses at soma + correction and 4. simplified GIF circuit (configuration 3. with all detailed neurons replaced by GIF neurons). In brief, all simulations were executed on the EPFL Blue Brain IV BlueGene/Q supercomputer hosted at the Swiss National Supercomputing Centre in Lugano using NEURON (Hines and Carnevale, 1997) with a time-step of 0.025 ms unless otherwise specified. Custom built software assisted in the model setup, definition of experiment, and online recording of state-variables of interest to disk, as described in Markram et al. (2015) . Simulations results were analyzed in Python using standard scientific python tools and also custom software.
Validation of synaptic physiology
In the reference circuit, the kinetics and dynamics for individual synaptic contacts and connections were modeled by prescribing experimentally measured parameters, validated by comparing the amplitude, rise time, latency, decay time constant, transmission failure rate, and the coefficient of variation of resulting postsynaptic potentials (PSPs) against relevant in vitro data, and corrected for extracellular [Ca 2+ ] by downscaling unitary release probability, as described in (Markram et al., 2015) . In brief, excitatory synaptic transmission was modeled using both AMPA and NMDA receptor kinetics (Jahr and Stevens, 1990; Tsodyks and Markram, 1997; Häusser and Roth, 1997; Markram et al., 1998; Fuhrmann et al., 2002; Ramaswamy et al., 2012) . Inhibitory synaptic transmission was modeled with a combination of GABAA and GABAB receptor kinetics (Khazipov et al., 1995; De Koninck and Mody, 1997; Mott et al., 1999; Gupta et al., 2000) . Stochastic synaptic transmission was implemented as a two-state Markov model of dynamic synaptic release by extending the Tsodyks-Markram dynamic synapse model to incorporate trial-to-trial variability (Tsodyks and Markram, 1997; Fuhrmann et al., 2002) .
Apart from the inclusion of the additional low-pass filter given in (1) to account for dendritic filtering as described above, synapse models used in the simplified microcircuit were otherwise unmodified from the reference.
To assess the correspondence of post-synaptic responses between the reference and simplified circuit, on average, about 100 pairs of pre-postsynaptic neurons at inter somatic distances of 100 m were chosen for each of the 1941 biologically viable pathways. For individual pairs of pre-postsynaptic neurons at resting membrane potential, the presynaptic neuron was stimulated with a brief somatic current injection to elicit a unitary action potential, resulting in a postsynaptic response. The postsynaptic response was determined as the average of 30 individual presynaptic stimulation trials.
Sensory-evoked spike sequences
The analysis of simulated single-whisker deflection (Reyes-Puerta et al., 2015) in the GIF neuron network (configuration 4) was performed on exactly the same cells as in the detailed reconstruction 
Temporal structure of in vivo spontaneous activity
Luczak et al. (2007) report on the temporal structure of in vivo spontaneous activity in the somatosensory cortex of anesthetized and awake rats. They show that during periods of global activity (UP states), trios of neurons generate spike motifs with fixed temporal relationships that occur more frequently than predicted by chance. Applying the same analysis techniques to the reference circuit yielded qualitatively similar results Markram et al. (2015) . We sought to investigate whether neuron trios in our simplified circuit would also exhibit these properties. Simulations were performed exactly as described in Markram et al. (2015) on the simplified circuit. Briefly, to simulate UP state onsets, in the in vivo-like state (100% depolarization, [Ca 2+ ] = 2 mm) we stimulated the center-most 20 thalamic fibers of our circuit with single synchronous spikes after an initial 1500 ms of relaxation time. This experiment was repeated 25 times, with each trial differing only in terms of random seeds. From layer 5 of the circuit, we selected 50 cells (corresponding to 19600 unique cell trios) at random whose firing rate was greater than 3 Hz over the 500 ms active period. Next, we concatenated the active period of each experiment, thus obtaining spike trains for each neuron with a duration of 12.5 seconds. From the spike trains of the three cells in each trio, we calculated all possible spike triplets (see Figure 12A ), and extracted the mode (see Figure 12B) for the count histogram of a representative neuron trio). Count histograms were smoothed with a spatial Gaussian filter with a kernel of 10 ms. Additionally, we created a scatter plot of individual neural latencies (defined as the average center of mass of the PSTH of a cell over a given UP state)
against the inter-spike intervals associated with the triplet mode of the trios in which that cell participates. Finally, we investigated two null hypotheses, namely, that spikes occur at random (the independent Poisson hypothesis) and that triplet structure is merely a result of increased overall activity shortly following UP state onset (the common excitability hypothesis). To evaluate both hypotheses, the analysis was repeated with shuffled spike train data. For the independent Poisson hypothesis, we preserved the number of spikes per train, but regenerated the individual spike times from a Poisson process. For the common excitability model, we preserved the individual spike times and number of spikes per cell, but exchanged spikes at random between cells across time bins. The procedures for both null hypotheses were repeated to obtain the mean and standard deviation over multiple trials.
Spatial correlation
The spatial correlation between local groups of neurons as function of distance between groups was investigated for the simplified circuit, and compared to the reference microcircuit model as described in Markram et al. (2015) . In brief, the minicolumns of the microcircuit were grouped into local spatial clusters via a k-means clustering algorithm with a mean cluster size of 10 minicolumns. Mean PSTHs for each cluster were then computed using a time bin of 5 ms. Pairwise cross-correlation coefficients were calculated between all clusters. Distances between clusters refer to k-means centroid distances. Exponential fits were obtained using the python scipy.curve fit routine.
Response reliability
We compared the reliability of neuron responses between the reference and simplified circuits when stimulated by a single pulse stimulus delivered to 60 thalamocortical fibers, as assessed by delay until the first spike after stimulation as described in Markram et al. (2015) .
Results
Synaptic replacement and correction
Analysis of the fitted parameters of the synaptic correction filters for all m-types showed a systematic dependence on the path-distance between soma and the original dendritic location, as shown for
Layer 5 thick-tufted pyramidal cells, type 1 (L5 TTPC1) ( Figure 3C,D) . This allowed us to generalize the dendritic filter correction by fitting a distance dependent function, a linear increasing function for τ ( Figure 3C ), and an exponential decay for w ( Figure 3D ). During the individual synapse optimizations it was observed that excitatory synapses showed less weight attenuation (larger length and excitatory synapses at apical dendrites (562 µm).
Inhibitory synapses on apical dendrites required the highest mean weight correction with l = 383 µm ( Figure 4B ). In contrast, the distinction between excitatory and inhibitory synapses was less pronounced for the slope of the filter time constant s ( Figure 4A ), however showing a slower filter for apical dendrites (0.026 and 0.027 ms µm −1 for excitatory and inhibitory, respectively) than for basal dendrites (0.021 and 0.020 µm for excitatory and inhibitory, respectively).
To validate our procedure of synaptic correction, the different configurations of replaced uncorrected synapses (2) and replaced synapses + correction (3) were compared to the control case (1) during replay of synaptic activity in single neurons. Direct examination of membrane potentials revealed that, especially for pyramidal cells, the inhibition was often too high and consequently rendered these cells silent since inhibition was directly affecting the soma ( Figure 5A1 , compare blue control and red uncorrected traces). Inspection of simulated TTX traces further showed that fast EPSP events due to unfiltered synaptic activity heavily influenced the membrane potential fluctuations ( Figure 5A2 ). Application of the synaptic correction filter qualitatively restored the membrane and spiking dynamics ( Figure 5A ), compare blue to green traces).
Direct comparison of simulations without sodium currents (in silico TTX) ( Figure 5B1 ) revealed that our proposed synaptic simplification method is very effective and reduced the mean RMS membrane potential error for all morphological types (m-types) to within a fraction of millivolt except for L5 NBCs (compare uncorrected soma replacement (black dots) and improvement due to correction (green dots/bars)). A more diverse effect can however be observed in inhibitory (L6 BP to L5 LBC) and excitatory (L4 SP to L5 TTPC1) types once sodium non-linearities are being taken into account. Comparison of the spike precision using the mean Γ coincidence factor reveals that most inhibitory neurons show a coincidence factor of 0.5 or larger when synapses are moved to the soma ( Figure 5B2 , black dots). While for most of the inhibitory cell types, the correction is also effective on the spiking behavior (green bars/dots), some show a slight reduction in spike precision (red bars/dots). For excitatory neuron types however, there is a consistent and large improvement of spike coincidence by soma-synaptic correction, especially for Layer 5 pyramidal cells where poor spike precision is improved in all examined cells.
Neuron simplification and validation
GIF model fitting was performed individually for each of the 31346 neurons in the reference microcircuit, and constrained to individual cell responses during network simulations mimicking physiological concentrations of extracellular calcium in vivo (1.25 mm) (Markram et al., 2015) . In general GIF parameter extraction ( Figure 6A ) showed large likelihood (A1) and good explained variance of the membrane potential fluctuations (A2) for the majority of cells. Since most of the optimized cells were deterministic, this can also be observed in the low extracted level of stochasticity ∆V (A3). Only for the stochastic stuttering electrical types (cSTUT, bSTUD and dSTUT) was a higher ∆V observed ( Figure 6B1 ).
In general the electrical cell types (e-types) showed a large variability in extracted parameters ( Figure 6B1 ). Consistent with our expectations, the extracted spike-triggered current η(t) ( Figure   6B2 , left column) was most pronounced in adapting e-types (cADPyr, cACint, bAC) while it was fast in irregular (cIR, bIR) and most non-adapting types (bNAC, dNAC). Interestingly some non-adapting e-types (cNAC) showed a large variability in η(t). Furthermore, stuttering cells of type bSTUT and dSTUT showed longest time constants of spike-triggered currents. For the spike-triggered firing threshold, all e-types showed a large variability in γ(t), with bIR, dNAC and dSTUT types having the largest mean thresholds ( Figure 6B2 , right column).
Synaptic physiology validation
To validate the post-synaptic potential (PSP) responses of the simplified circuit conform to the reference model, we compared the average PSPs between pairs of neurons of specific pre-and post-synaptic m-types. Compared to the reference model, shown in Figure 7A , the simplified model PSP amplitudes, shown in Figure 7B , are qualitatively similar. Figure 7C reveals similar PSP amplitude distributions between the simplified and reference models, but with simplified circuit exhibiting a longer tail. Figure 7D shows the numerical correspondence of average PSPs for the L5_TTPC2  L23_PC  L4_PC  L6_UTPC  L6_TPC_L1  L6_BPC  L6_IPC  L5_STPC  L5_UTPC  L6_TPC_L4  L4_SP  L5_LBC  L4_ChC  L4_LBC  L4_NGC  L4_SS  L4_SBC  L5_NGC  L5_DBC  L5_BTC  L4_BP  L5_MC  L6_LBC  L4_NBC  L1_DLAC  L23_LBC  L4_BTC  L23_NBC  L23_SBC  L5_ChC  L1_NGC-SA  L23_MC  L1_DAC  L6_ChC  L4_MC  L5_BP  L6_NGC  L4_DBC  L5_SBC  L23_ChC  L6_SBC  L6_MC  L1_NGC-DA  L6_DBC  L23_DBC  L23_BP  L5_NBC  L6_NBC  L1_HAC  L23_NGC  L1_SLAC  L23_BTC  L6_BTC  L6_BP RMS "TTX" voltage error 
, and ∆V , L and V grouped per electrical type of target neuron. B2: Mean and standard deviation of estimated filters for spike-triggered current η(t) (left) and spike-triggered firing threshold γ(t) (right) grouped per electrical type as indicated in A1.
reference and simplified circuit. While there is as a good degree of correspondence, some pathways are overly strong in the simplified circuit.
Validation of network properties
Synchronous-asynchronous spectrum of network states
To evaluate the effect of the various stages of simplification on the basic network behavior, the microcircuit was simulated under various depolarization and calcium conditions (Figure 8 ). In addition to the three previous configurations 1. control (blue), 2. synapses moved to the soma without correction (red) and synapses moved to the soma + correction (green) the fourth condition examined was the network with relocated synapses and GIF replacement of all cells (black).
The most prominent change seen from the raster plots with 100% threshold depolarization is that simply replacing the synapses to the soma leads to a shift in critical calcium concentration for network oscillations from 1.3 to 1.35 mm (compare first row (blue) to second row (red)). Furthermore the initial frequency of oscillations was reduced but increases back to 1 Hz like in the control case for 1.4 mm calcium. This change in emergent synchronous behavior can however be recovered completely when accounting for dendritic filtering by applying soma-synaptic correction (third row, green). Even exchanging all neurons by the GIF equivalents retains the basic synchronous behavior (last row, black) as seen in the control.
Further investigating the cumulated spiking activity (PSTH) for different depolarization conditions (93, 100 and 107%) ( Figure 8B ) reveals that without any synaptic corrections (red traces) the network shows prominent fast oscillations especially during low depolarization (first row) and lower calcium ([Ca 2+ ] o = 1.2 to 1.35 mm). These fast oscillations are however dominated by slow oscillations during high calcium (1.4 mm). Using soma-synaptic correction (green traces), a close match was achieved to the control configuration (blue traces) for all depolarization conditions leading to an almost exact match of bursting activity. While this match in bursting activity was retained in the GIF neuron network (black traces), it did not generalize well to low levels of depolarization (93%) leading to a higher baseline activity than control. This difference can also be observed during oscillatory network states in all depolarization levels where the activity of the GIF network does not decay to zero between bursts. These discrepancies highlight the need to pick an operating point for the fitting of point-neuron models to a morphologically detailed reference. For the targeted operating point of the simplification at in vivo-like conditions ([Ca 2+ ] o = 1.25 mm and 100% depolarization), the GIF neuron network shows a good agreement of baseline network activity to the control case, however without an initial equilibratory transient as seen in the detailed network.
Sensory-evoked responses
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is a high positive linear correlation between the PSTHs in the detailed circuit (as computed in Markram et al. (2015) and the PSTHs in the GIF neuron network (see Figure 9E) . The distribution of cell-type firing rates, in terms of firing rate before versus after the stimulus, is qualitatively similar too (see Figure 9B) , as are the first spike response latencies ( Figure 9C ). While overall mean firing rates are linearly correlated, some inhibitory cells have a sharply increased firing rate compared to the detailed microcircuit (see Figure 9D ), which indicates a fit-failure for certain cell types that will need to be fixed in future versions of the GIF model fitting module of the workflow.
Response variability as assessed by the SD of the time-to-first-spike distribution across stimulation trials reveal good agreement between the reference and simplified models, as shown in Figure 10 .
Next we assessed and compared stimulus response curves under in vivo-like between the reference and simplified circuits. Stimulating an increasing number of central thalamocortical fibers with a synchronous volley of spikes revealed initial central responses (max of PSTH within the 30 ms after stimulus) that were qualitatively similar, but 25% reduced in the simplified circuit compared to the reference, over the range of stimuli and for [Ca 2+ ] in the range 1.1 − 1.3 mm (see Figures   11A and 11C ). Propagation of evoked responses to the periphery was markedly reduced in the simplified circuit. As shown in Figures 11B and 11A , the peak response at the outermost neurons in the reference circuit showed a gradual increase with number of fibers stimulated (minicols) and
]. In contrast, the simplified circuit showed almost no dependence of the peripheral response on number of fibers stimulated (minicols) for [Ca 2+ ] < 1.25 mm.
Temporal structure of in vivo spontaneous activity
As described in Markram et al., 2015 , simulations of the reference model revealed temporal structure comparable to recent findings in vivo Luczak et al. (2007) . To assess if such temporal structure was preserved in the simplified network, the same analysis were performed for the simplified circuit.
As shown in Figure 12 , the observed precisely repeating triplets are also found to be present in the simplified circuit, albeit with significantly reduced frequency. Increasing the extracellular calcium level to within 0.02 mm of the critical point for the simplified network markedly increased the frequency to exceed those levels found in the reference circuit, indicating disagreement between the simplified and reference circuit on this validation are due to the minor differences in level of criticality between the two. This highlights the need to develop a calibration technique to make network quantitatively compatible under validations which are criticality-level dependent.
Spatial correlation
The previously described spatial dependence of PSTH correlations between clusters of neurons in the reference circuit (Markram et al., 2015) , is qualitatively replicated in the GIF neuron network (see Figure 13 , left), but the simplified circuit has a significantly faster fall-off of spatial correlations (τ = 176 ± 4 µm versus 284 ± 4 µm for the reference), and a significantly reduced correlation overall (see Figure 13 , middle) for all calcium conditions except for in the immediate neighborhood of the critical point. Plotting τ as a function of extracellular calcium concentration reveals (Figure 13 , right) that only for calcium concentrations within 0.02 mm of the critical point, could the τ of the reference circuit at 1.25 mm be approached. Taken together, these simulations indicate that the simplified circuit appears to have genuinely reduced firing rate correlation between clusters of neurons compared to the reference circuit. 
Discussion
Here we present a pipeline for automated point-neuron simplification of data-driven microcircuit models, and demonstrate the technique on a recently reported reconstruction of a neocortical microcircuit around an in vivo-like working point. Our modular method first uses a phenomenological approach that corrects for the effective PSP response when relocating synapses from the dendrites to the soma. It then uses a high-throughput parameter extraction of Generalized Integrate-and-Fire (GIF) point-neuron models (Pozzorini et al., 2015) to replace each detailed neuron. We consider first the findings and implications raised by our applied synaptic correction and cellular simplification and then discuss the results of network simulations and validations.
Soma-synaptic correction and cellular simplification
While many different approaches exist to simplify dendritic complexity by e.g. reducing the number of dendritic arbors, this approach is to our knowledge the first to target point-neuron models and directly and systematically correct for dendritic attenuation by modifying the synaptic dynamics directly. Our approach is not intended and cannot account for non-linear local dendritic computation but is nevertheless very powerful in correcting for the change in synaptic delay and effectiveness when neurons have to be reduced to a point model. It can reduce main errors in membrane activity of neurons especially with long dendritic arbors i.e. apical dendrites in pyramidal cells.
Soma-synaptic correction is most effective on the membrane potential error especially in simulations without non-linear activation of sodium channels (in silico TTX) but also spiking precision can be recaptured to some extent ( Figure 5B ).
Using the soma-synaptic correction approach, it is further straight-forward to generate data that can be used to constrain simplified neuron models. Since all synapses are located at the soma the sum of synaptic currents recorded during a simulation of the detailed network in combination with its somatic membrane response can be used to simplify the neuron around its operating point.
While this data can be used to constrain any point-neuron model, we chose the GIF neuron fitting procedure for its fast convergence properties.
Our extracted GIF models from these data showed overall good performance on the validation traces. Nevertheless 20% of the cells had to be replaced by other GIF models of the same respective morpho-electrical type due to either non converging optimization or low performance on the validation set.
Regarding dendritic non-linearities, it is interesting to observe that, the population of basal excitatory inputs are found to be significantly less effected by dendritic filtering than apical inputs in the in vivo-like network state ( Figures 3D and 4) . The former were found to attenuate only to about 20% at the remotest locations on the basal tree. This is in stark contrast to report in vitro (Berger et al., 2001; Williams and Stuart, 2002; Nevian et al., 2007) and suggests the here approach proposed here for fitting around the operating point of ongoing synaptic bombardment might capture non-linear aspects of the dendrites, at least to first order.
Effect of simplification on network behavior
Our soma-synaptic correction approach was able to recapture the transition from asynchronous to synchronous network states with increasing calcium concentrations as seen in the detailed control network simulations, with only minor shifts in the critical calcium concentration. Furthermore it was able to remove fast oscillations especially appearing in layer 6 when synapses were displaced to the soma without compensation. The basic asynchronous and synchronous behavior was retained when all detailed models were replaced by simplified GIF models (Figure 8 ). However, GIF models could not recapture the low baseline activity as observed during low depolarizations or in between synchronous burst, where the cumulated spike activity did not decay down close to zero.
Stimulus response properties were largely preserved, though the simplified circuit was slightly less responsive. Interestingly, the spiking identity/uniqueness of each neuron is largely preserved by this approach as shown qualitatively in Figure 9A compared to Figure 17A1 in Markram et al., 2015 (gids preserved) , and quantitatively in Figure 9E . Appearance of previously reported precisely repeating triplet structures is markedly reduced, but could be compensated by moving the network closer to the critical point. Correlation structure spatially and temporally is found to be significantly reduced in the simplified circuit, even if the reduced criticality of the circuit is compensated. This could indicate a shortcoming of point-neurons in general, but might be a short-coming of the specific simplification approach and neuron model taken here. The existence of these benchmarks to systematically address quality of simplification is an important step towards addressing such questions systematically.
Outlook
One objective of simplification is to reduce required compute resources, or target real-time and accelarated execution on GPU-based and neuromorphic platforms (Nageswaran et al., 2009; Fidjeland and Shanahan, 2010; Brüderle et al., 2009; Galluppi et al., 2010; Brüderle et al., 2011; Yavuz et al., 2016) . Targeting a simulator such as BRIAN (Goodman and Brette, 2008) , NEST (Gewaltig and Diesmann, 2007) or Nengo (Stewart et al., 2009) , which are optimized for point-neuron simulations is desirable, either directly or through PyNN , as these together account for the majority of the point-neuron simulation user community, according to a recent survey (Hanke and Halchenko, 2011) . For these simulators, a common optimization technique is to employ linear synapse models, and lump them all into one state variable. This approach is not possible with the method proposed here, because the synapses have a variety of time constants determined by their dendritic location, and variability in parameters inherited from the reference model. Future work should establish and validate techniques to further simplify synapses for running on these popular
simulators.
An important opportunity which arrises with the availability of data-driven point neuron network is to utilize them in turn as a reference model for the subsequent simplification to population density approaches, for which ample tools and strategies already exist (Renart et al., 2004; Muller et al., 2007) . Such models are highly suitable for mathematical analysis of population dynamics.
The reference model used here is itself a moving target, and will be refined over time to incorporate new data on gap junctions, interactions with extracellular space, emphatic effects, plasticity, glial cells, and neural-glial-vasculature interactions. Further simplification techniques may need to be developed to simplify these new aspects to point-neuron representations. Herein lies the fundamental important of an automated simplification pipeline presented here. Coupled with the data-driven reference model which is continuously evolving to integrate experimental data, a continuous bridge for exchange is achieved between experimental neuroscience and data-driven "bottom-up" models on the one side, and the predominantly "top-down" point-neuron modeling community on the other.
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